Power-Adjusts for
any work activity!

• Simple Supposition: Build a high quality table designed to fit every user
and work activity. PowerStation tables offer electrically operated sit-to-stand
(15-3/4") adjustability combined with a wide range of options and accessories.
• Exceptional Execution: Sturdy and durable high-pressure laminate top surface
with 3mm color-thru PVC edge and "beefy" 2" diameter 13 gauge tubular steel
legs with welded end caps finished in powder-coated epoxy resin. You specify
the exact size needed within pre-determined engineering parameters.
• Effortless Elevation: Touchpad control
• Superabundant Selections: Build your table as a simple variable-height
worksurface or Add the flipIT® integrated LCD mechanism, a pullout/swivel CPU
carrier, modified offset leg configuration and modesty panel with horizontal wire
management and surge-protected power supply and specify the surface area to
fit the available space in the classroom, for a state-of-the-art computer training
station. Or make yours a laptop instruction station with locking articulated
laptop drawer, power/data port and desktop podium, or a PC workstation with
LCD monitor arm, articulated keyboard/ mouse platform, task lighting, modesty
panel with integrated wire management, mobile drawer and CPU cabinet, "L"
return and bookshelf.
• Preferences Prevail: Modify the legs with black nylon or welded bullnose end
caps on the main bars, and add casters for mobility. Select from thousands of
color combinations with your choice of surface, edge and leg color. You will have
to plug it in, but we will install power and data modules with a long list of
specialty connectors (Cat5E, S-Video, RCA Audio, etc.). You won't be in the dark
with a range of lighting options, and wires will never trip you up with cable
management solutions designed to handle it all. But mostly, your comfort is
assured with a long list of ergonomic support mechanisms available for the
things you do and the way you like to do them.
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As an available option, the flipIT® FP LCD monitor powers up and
adjusts to ambient light automatically when rotated into position;
powers down automatically when put away.
Saves energy and extends LCD life.

We’re on the schedule.

